
Chronic Pain and Spirituality 

Before the advent of  modern pain management interventions, pain was seen as a natural part of  life, 
carrying a variety of  religious, cultural, and societal meanings. It has been argued that when ether 
and chloroform were introduced into obstetrics in the 19th century, pain became a medical matter 
that lost much of  its spiritual meaning in the medical community. The connection between pain 
management and spirituality emphasizes how faith can reduce anxiety, stress, and negative thoughts 
and aid in pain practitioners’ attempts to relieve and eliminate pain. But recent scholarship and 
research have rediscovered a relationship between spirituality and pain that has been widely 
misunderstood and is more difficult to address—when people voluntarily endure pain, even refuse 
pain medications—for religious or spiritual reasons (Glucklich, 1999, 2001). On the surface, patients’ 
refusal of  pain interventions may appear linked to medical misinformation or concerns about 
addiction and/or psychopathology. But their refusal may reflect deeper spiritual and religious beliefs 
that need to be properly assessed and included in the patient’s plan of  care. 

The Spiritual Meaning of  Pain 

As recently as the 19th century, James Young Simpson, the founder of  obstetric anesthesia, 
unknowingly fell into religious territory as people of  faith debated whether pain relief  was a sign of  
God’s grace or modern man’s attempt to avoid the natural consequences of  original sin (which is 
intended to draw us closer to God). Those interested in character development argued pain was a 
door to spiritual and moral growth. Women’s rights advocates, while in favor of  obstetric pain relief, 
feared narcotics and sedation would add to the already patriarchal power structures of  the medical 
establishment. And the growing religious temperance movement promoted the first “Just Say No” 
movement against any substance that would alter one’s 
sense of  reality (Caton, 1999). 

In the end, mainstream religious thought overwhelmingly promoted pain relief  with strong 
theological and religious support. Anesthesia and other approaches to pain management have 
flourished, especially in Western medicine, but the seeds of  doubt, questioning of  scientific 
promises, and deep religious convictions still remain strong, especially among more conservative 
people of  faith. In fact, some have even questioned whether the advent of  pain management has 
given a new, even extreme spiritual meaning to pain—that it is “evil and must be eliminated” 
(Mander, 2000). 

The American Pain Society has outlined five spiritual components of  pain as follows: Five Spiritual 
Interpretations of  Pain1 Is pain evil? Is it inherently bad? Can anything good come from pain? And 
is that potential good worth enduring the pain? In my work as a hospital chaplain and member of  a 
pain management committee, I have worked with religious people who refuse pain medications for 
spiritual reasons. They find deep religious significance in their pain. I have found their understanding 
of  pain generally falls into one or more of  the following categories that have been considered 
“normal” throughout religious history: 

Pain as Punishment 

Pain as a form of  divine punishment is perhaps the first place of  our minds go in our attempt to 
reconcile physical pain and religious imagery. The connection is not without theological precedent. 
Theologians and spiritual caregivers regularly acknowledge “God’s punishment” as one of  the ways 
the presence of  pain has been traditionally understood by religious adherents (Moss, 1996; Conwill, 



1986). People of  Eastern faiths such as Hinduism have long believed pain and suffering in this life 
are a result of  sin and misdeeds in previous lives. And though modern scholarship downplays the 
connection between punishment, sin, and physical pain, traditional Islam, Judaism, and Christianity 
have always understood some direct relationship between pain and punishment. This is clearly seen 
in debates about whether anesthesia should be used for laboring women, since pain was perceived to 
be the curse for Eve’s disobedience recorded in Genesis 3:15-16. (Cohen, 1996) But punishment is 
not always punitive. Many Christians, citing Hebrews 11:7-11, see pain and suffering as potentially 
educational. “Divine discipline” or “divine chastisement” sees the infliction of  pain, suffering, or 
“hardship” (as the text reads) as God’s desire to train a person, similar to the traditional parental 
discipline of  spanking. John, a 58-year-old diabetic patient, lay in pain caused by a necrotic toe, 
which he believed was the result of  his “backslidden” relationship with God. Quoting Deuteronomy, 
Chapter 26, which refers to the blessings of  obedience and the curses of  disobedience, John spoke 
of  how he felt the flare-up of  his diabetes was connected to his “spiritual disobedience” and his 
noncompliance. John saw his hospitalization as a corrective punishment for sin that brought him 
into closer fellowship with his God. 

Pain as an Opportunity for Transcendence 

I asked a friend, an elder of  a large Evangelical church, about his prolonged recovery from knee 
surgery. He said he was fine, but admitted he was not taking all the pain medications he had been 
prescribed. He said, “A little pain is good for the soul.” While most mainline religious faiths advise 
against suffering and encourage the use of  pain medications when needed, they also recognize the 
potential for spiritual transformation through pain. In a 1984 papal address at St. Peter’s Bascilica in 
Rome, Pope John Paul II said, “Suffering seems to belong to man’s transcendence: It is one of  those 
points in which man is in a certain sense ‘destined’ to go beyond himself, and he is called to this in a 
mysterious way.” Monks, mystics, and martyrs have long seen pain as a way of  breaking from this life 
to experience another. It is not odd that some people in the modern world might still use pain 
for such purposes. The best example of  the use of  pain in modern health care 
is in our labor and delivery rooms. A new mother writes, “I am no masochist; I have been known to 
cry over cuts, menstrual cramps, and even spilt milk. Childbirth is pain like none of  those, nor is it 
like any other pain I have had...I had no need or desire to end or diminish the sensations of  birth. It 
was exhilaration to be part of  a primal experience. I was caught up in the desire to know each 
moment; to discover the unique progression of  events leading to the entrance of  a new being—or is 
it ‘exit’? Not only me, but no one else can have that time again. It was an opportunity” (Caldwell, 
1981). 

Pain as Test or Competition 

Marie, a 28-year-old Vietnamese-American woman, chose natural childbirth to give birth to her son. 
While intending to give birth “as God intended” (meaning without medical intervention) and later 
viewing the experience as an opportunity for transcendence, her primary motivation for voluntarily 
enduring the pain of  labor was more to test her own limits and prove to herself  and to others that 
she was not a weak-willed person. “I want to see what I can handle,” she said, speaking of  the 
modern world’s overemphasis on personal comfort and convenience. For those who choose it, 
voluntarily enduring pain becomes an opportunity to discover one’s own limits and potential and 
connect with one’s self  on the most intimate level. 



Pain as Atonement 

While the strongest image of  pain as atonement comes from the Christian tradition of  Jesus’ painful 
crucifixion for the atonement of  humanity’s sin, other religions and cultures also believe in the 
redemptive value of  pain and suffering. Suki, a 62-year-old Sri Lankan woman recovering from 
abdominal surgery, told me she believed her pain was helping many deceased friends and family pass 
into the next life. And we only need go back 100 years to the Native American sun dance to see an 
indigenous example of  pain as atonement. Before being outlawed in 1904, those practicing this ritual 
attached themselves to large poles with hooks or eagle talons, and, symbolizing death and rebirth, 
captivity and freedom, and illness and healing, painfully pulled themselves from the hooks’ flesh-
piercing grip. Manny Twofeathers wrote, “I prayed to the Creator to give me strength, to give me 
courage. I was doing it for my children. When I stood up, I did feel pain. I felt pain, but I also felt 
that closeness with the Creator. I felt like crying for all the people who needed my prayers. I prayed 
they could get enough to eat. I prayed for all the people who are sick in the world. It brought tears 
to my eyes...the pain did not compare to what I was receiving from this sacred experience...” 
(Glucklich, 2001). 

Pain as Gaining or Retaining Control 

Physical pain and themes of  control and power are intimately connected. Buddhist monks practiced 
selfimmolation in Vietnam for social protest; Filipino Catholics of  Pampanga engage in self-
crucifixions reflecting historical fights for social and religious control; and a cursory survey of  
psychological literature reveals the relationship between self-hurting and young American girls. 
Martha, a 53-year-old Christian Scientist patient, was admitted to the oncology unit of  a hospital. 
While visibly in pain, she refused morphine and other medications that would relieve the pain caused 
by the tumor growing inside her. She struggled to hold onto the faith of  her youth, which taught her 
that matter is an illusion and that illness and pain are products of  the mind. She recalled the words 
of  Mary Baker Eddy, founder of  the Christian Science Church and author of  “Science and Health 
with Key to the Scriptures,” which proposes a spiritual approach to healing without modern 
medicine and is essential reading for followers of  Christian Science. In 1996, Eddy wrote, “When 
your belief  in pain ceases, the pain stops; for matter has no intelligence of  its own. The full 
understanding that God is Mind, and that matter is but a belief, enables you to control pain.” For 
Martha, to treat her pain with medications would be to acknowledge that the pain (and illness) exists. 
Such a belief  would be a renouncing of  her faith. For this devout, conflicted woman, enduring pain 
and refusing its elimination through medical means was a way to regain control and preserve her 
faith. 

The Idea of  Voluntary Pain 

Why would someone want to be in pain when they don’t have to be? The idea of  voluntarily 
enduring pain for religious or spiritual reasons should not alarm us. We need only reflect for a 
moment to consider the times we all have voluntarily engaged in an activity we knew would be 
painful—from getting tattoos to running marathons, from childbirth to the voluntary emotional 
pain of  psychotherapy. Ultimately, pain is not the goal of  those who refuse pain medications or 
engage in voluntary pain. There are higher goals—goals that may be unattainable without pain. It is 
odd to think there could be goals higher than painlessness. Even in the labor and delivery units, one 
of  the last acceptable healthcare venues of  voluntary pain, the idea of  accepting pain rather than 
relieving it is often viewed with confusion. Perhaps this shows how far we have come as a society in 
which the absence of  pain is the chief  good or ultimate value to us. As Donald Caton (1999) records 



in his historical treatment of  the rise of  anesthesia and modern pain medications, the social meaning 
of  pain has changed. When patients refuse pain medications in healthcare settings, a dialogue about 
the meaning of  pain that allows us to respond in meaningful, thoughtful, and compassionate ways 
should stir within us. As healers, we are compelled to do all we can while valuing individual faith, 
patient autonomy, and choice. Our professional response to people in pain should create in us a 
desire to care for patients’ bodies and spirits. We must question our own “theology of  pain” and 
recognize the value of  struggle, sorrow, and pain in a culture that places such an emphasis on 
comfort, happiness, and painlessness. In a climate so open to spiritual growth, we will do well to 
acknowledge and explore the potentially disturbing circumstances under which spiritual growth may 
occur—pain being one such circumstance. Thus John Cusik reviewed the literature to date and 
portrayed the state of  the art of  pain practice.2 I would like to explore further the ways in which 
pain might act as a stimulant to spiritual growth and thus afford our patients ways in seeing pain in a 
more positive manner. Nathan Kollar articulated in his work a spirituality of  pain as follows:3 
“No sane person desires pain, yet we cannot do without pain. Pain can turn us into mock images of  
ourselves, yet we need the warning signs of  pain to prevent us from further harm to ourself. No one 
lives without some pain. Many, especially the frail elderly, live a life of  incarnate pain. Until this 
century people had no choice about how much and how long they had to endure pain. Today, in the 
industrialized West, we do have a choice because we have developed a significant amount of  pain 
control. Our Christian traditions and spiritualities come from a time when there were few choices 
about pain. These spiritualities took for granted not only that we could not do without pain but that 
we could do nothing about the pain we experienced except pray. Is it possible today to have a pain-
free spirituality? Must our spirituality generally choose pain over non-pain? What is the role of  pain 
in our spiritual life? How do we deal with expected as well as unexpected pain? Before answering 
these questions we must recognize the nature of  pain. 

THE EXPERIENCE AND LANGUAGE OF PAIN 

“Pain is more than a physical reaction to a physical stimulus. It is the body's response to our 
involvement with significant change. The change may be physical -- a rampaging cancer or stubbed 
toe; emotional -- an inability to love or be loved; social -- a sense of  alienation from one's friends; 
mental -- an inability to understand what is happening. Pain is the way our body warns us that 
significant change is occurring. We know that this change may be for the better a new tooth, friend, 
involvement, idea; or for the worse -- our last tooth, the death of  a dear friend, or an idea resulting 
in the destruction of  the environment. Pain is never neutral. It announces the advent of  the good 
and/or the bad. Sometimes it is not a clear declarative announcement but a question that leaves us 
burdened with the anxiety of  not knowing what is happening. Contemporary pain control focuses 
on acute pain. Acute pain occurs in short bursts, its end expected. We have developed many ways to 
control it. Chronic pain, however, is only now gaining attention as the battle against acute pain is 
being won. Chronic pain is predictable, extended, and many times debilitating. It is arthritic pain, 
sinus pain, and pain associated with certain seasons or situations. Just as acute pain dominated the 
past, chronic pain dominates the present. But pain, whether acute or chronic, is dependent upon our 
social and personal environment. We respond to pain differently depending upon our past 
experience with it. If, as a child, for instance, we were encouraged to elaborate on our pain and 
consequently, become the center of  attention, as an adult we will probably talk more about our pain 
and seek out those who will listen and respond. If, on the other hand, our pain was cared for while 
we were expected to continue with our daily tasks, we will accept most ordinary pain as part of  our 
life style. It is also well recognized that people in different cultures experience pain differently. Pain, 
then, has its own language. And, as with any language, it differs as to who is speaking and 
what language is spoken. 



PAIN AS SACRAMENT; PAIN AS SACRAMENTING 

“A language is real only when it is spoken and heard, not in a dictionary or grammar book. A 
language is more than spoken and heard words; it is also the gestures of  face, hands, and body. 
Languages are bridges which bind speakers and listeners together in shared meaning and belonging. 
Sacraments and language have much in common. They express a complex reality in a very 
condensed fashion while initiating a new dynamic into their surrounding environment. “When we 
speak we express our "selves." But "self" is never simple. We have a past, a present and a future 
resulting from a confluence of  other pasts, presents, and futures. When we speak, our words do not 
hang there in the air, without effect. No, they encounter those around us -- to be experienced anew 
by the listeners. The sacrament of  baptism is much the same as our words. “Baptism is a 
combination of  words, people, music, and pouring water. It links Christians of  the past, present, and 
future. Yet it results in specific changes among everyone present. In the language of  the medieval 
texts, it causes what it signifies. Pain is a sacrament -- a sensible reality expressing and causing 
something unique, a bridge between change and our conscious self. Pain sacramentalizes significant 
change in self, society, and world. 

“The change is evident when we know the cause of  the pain. For example, the pain -ouch!- occurs 
because of  the change my finger's cut; the hunger pain occurs because I have no food (change: 
money to buy food to no money to buy food); the pain of  alienation happens because I am not 
accepted where I work (change: accepted where I work to not accepted). The sacramentalization of  
pain is more difficult to sense as the cause becomes more unknown. We may be pain-filled, and 
know that change is occurring, but not know the specificity of  change. Thus pain is the sacrament 
of  change which is many times unknown. 

“When the cause is unknown we face pain as mysterious, A awesome, and overwhelming. Pain 
without a known cause plunges us deep into fear of  the future and binds us to an eternal quest to 
resolve both cause and fear. In such an experience, pain touches the sacred which is also both fearful 
and attractive. Whenever we touch the sacred we realize our limitation. Alone we stretch out our 
hands to gain balance. But balance can come only by grasping the hands of  those around us. Bound 
to them we can face that which is overpowering us. No matter how modern we are, unknown pain 
touches the primitive within -- we howl and beat the air in our vain attempt to control what is 
essentially uncontrollable. “In "unknown" pain we sense change but not direction. We know that 
change can be for good or ill. Unknown pain leaves the direction of  change unknown. But so does 
known pain. The example of  the tooth makes my point: a new tooth may come out for the young 
child but it may be lodged at the wrong angle or in such a way that thirty years later it wears the 
tooth next to it, thus causing undue decay. Some known pain, with seemingly devastating 
consequences, results in re-directing one's life -- a young man who is hurt in such a way that he can 
never play football, now gives more time to academics and goes on to be a famous teacher. We may 
think we know the direction and intensity of  the change announced by pain, but we can never be 
completely sure of  the direction.  

“Pain in the abstract, however, is never the sacrament. Pain-filled people are: many elderly people 
filled with pain throughout the day and into the night; people who pain without end. These are the 
sacraments, and their pain is never ending -- it is always sacramenting. As sacrament and 
sacramenting the person expresses and bridges the worlds of  change and consciousness as they 
respond to and are responded to as human beings. It is in these responses that we witness choice, 
love, justice, meaning, belonging, and a spirituality of  pain. 



FROM PAIN TO SUFFERING 

We human beings are complex realities. Because we are complex, we experience freedom. We can 
never be reduced to one causality, one reason why we act or do not act. We face choice in all of  our 
complexity and all the complexity of  choosing. We experience pain with this same complexity. Pain 
is only one aspect of  our life and our living, no matter how overwhelming it may be at times. Pain is 
the physical aspect of  our life. The change that it marks is part of  a larger whole -- the whole of  
suffering. Suffering is a way of  experiencing ourselves and our world. "Suffering is the painful 
consciousness of  that within our world which is not what we expect it to be."(1) The human person 
manifests him or herself  in many ways: physically, emotionally, socially, and mentally. Human pain 
is the physical marker of  that suffering. Pain is always part of  suffering but it is never equal to 
suffering because it is possible to accept a certain level of  pain in order to reduce one's or society's 
suffering. A person in great pain, for instance, may be willing to put up with the pain in order to talk 
to those around them; or, a football player may endure great pain in order to score a touchdown; or, 
a parent to care for his or her children. Pain is not always equal to suffering but when suffering is 
present so is pain. Our choice of  pain is tied up with our choice of  suffering. Sometimes we face the 
pain of  a situation in order to reduce the suffering present in it. 

CHOOSING PAIN IN A WORLD OF PAIN CONTROL 

A pain-free spirituality is impossible. As long as we are humans we will experience pain. Any 
spirituality which offers an escape from pain is offering an escape from our humanity and its 
responsibilities. This does not mean that we should accept or live with all pain. Bad pain is bad pain. 
To suggest that it is not bad is to close our eyes to social and personal evil. The pain of  rape, of  
cancer, of  malnutrition is wrong. To suggest that it is somehow good, some type of  lemon from 
which the sufferers are to make lemonade, is to close our eyes to evil. To suggest that we accept 
these and similar pains as gifts from God is to make both God and the recipient into masochists. 
Bad pain, evil pain must be dealt with as we deal with any evil. The role of  pain in one's spirituality is 
both a question of  choice and of  representation. Let us first look at our possible choice of  pain. 
The answers to the following questions aid in that choice. Pain is many times associated with the 
suffering involved in rebuilding the human family. Does our pain-filled life form, or deform, 
community? Does our pain-filled suffering improve our ability to livecreatively with ambiguity, 
uncertainty, even chaos? After all, these are parts of  life, so we must be able to live and work in their 
midst even though there are no criteria for judging with certainty that we are responding properly to 
them. 

Does our choice contribute to our growth in the Spirit? Does the choice result in a growth of  love 
that is selfgiving? Does the choice result in a deeper awareness of  God’s presence in our own life 
and the life of  the world? After all, ours is a suffering God and the world does groan in agony 
awaiting its completion. Does the pain-filled suffering give promise of  reaching its goal? Pain-filled 
suffering without a goal would be a life without a goal or direction. If  we are not aware of  the 
Christ-omega in our life, our pain loses its humanity. Is our acceptance of  pain-filled suffering 
faithful to gospel values and historical realities, for instance, the gospel value of  justice for all and 
the historical realities of  the Christian tradition to help the needy? Are we willing to abandon our 
pain-filled suffering and what causes it? If  the original reasons for accepting the pain into our life are 
not present, we must be willing to move on if  we can.” Simone Weil has also shaped my attitude 
towards pain in my patients and the distinction between anguish of  pain suffering and her term for 
being “nailed to the cross” or affliction:4 In her Gravity and Grace Weil's concept of  affliction 



("malheur") goes beyond simple suffering, though it certainly includes it. Only some souls are 
capable of  truly experiencing affliction; these are precisely those souls which are least deserving of  it
—that are most prone or open to spiritual realization. Affliction is a sort of  suffering plus, which 
transcends both body and mind; such physical and mental anguish scourges the very soul. War and 
oppression were the most intense cases of  affliction within her reach; to experience it she turned to 
the life of  a factory worker, while to understand it she turned to Homer's Iliad. (Her essay The Iliad 
or the Poem of  Force, first translated by Mary McCarthy, is a uniquely powerful piece of  Homeric 
literary criticism, and of  persistent interest to students of  ancient literature.) Affliction was 
associated both with necessity and with chance--it was fraught with necessity because it was 
hardwired into existence itself, and thus imposed itself  upon the sufferer with the full force of  the 
inescapable, but it was also subject to chance inasmuch as chance, too, is an inescapable part of  the 
nature of  existence. The element of  chance was essential to the unjust character of  affliction; in 
other words, my affliction should not usually— let alone always—follow from my sin, as per 
traditional Christian theodicy, but should be visited upon me for no special reason. 

The man who has known pure joy, if  only for a moment…is the only man for whom affliction is 
something devastating. At the same time he is the only man who has not deserved the punishment. 
But, after all, for him it is no punishment; it is God holding his hand and pressing rather hard. For, 
if  he remains constant, what he will discover buried deep under the sound of  his own lamentations 
is the pearl of  the silence of  God. In my research I would like to address these theoretical issues and 
bring them down to a possible measurable method by examining the architecture of  pain and 
suffering in my patients. It is my experience albeit anecdotal, that those patients who come equipped 
to the physician with a cultural and theological persepctive, suffer less when confronted with sever 
chronic pain. My practice includes neurological disease of  a chronic and degenrative nature most of  
which include an element of  pain and suffering. More than cancer which seems to have an end point 
the chronic nature of  the suffering lends itself  to long term follow up and study. The methods in 
this study will be to develop a spiritual road map by which we can follow over time the progress on a 
physical psychological as well spiritual level, patients who have entered the study. Purpose of  a 
potential study might help us determine the scientific validity of  including spirituality within 
mainstream medical practice. To determine spiritual coping mechanisms under stress and chronic 
pain in self  professed religious persons versus non-religious. This qualitative study examines the 
experiences of  individuals with chronic pain in their attempt to find meaning in the presence of  
continual pain. The study will interview a group of  patients who hve been diagnosed with chronic 
incurable pain disorders of  a non cancer type. the study will compare and contrats coping 
mechanisms among different subtypes of  patients according to their belief  systems. It is hoped to 
demonstrate the following: Meaning is initially defined as the ability to engage in productive activities 
and positive relationships both on a horizontal axis meaning family friends and spouses as well as a 
vertical axis meaning a Higher Power as defined by the patient. Chronic pain is perceived as the 
element that removes meaning from the lives of  its sufferers. It is hoped that this study will 
demonstrate on a quantitative level that the presence of  a relationship with a Higher Power 
significantly alters the ability of  the patient to cope with chronic pain using measurable scales. 
Medications are used to cope with both physical and emotional pain leading to addiction. We will 
measure addiction scores in bot groups to determine whether one or the other had higher levels of  
medication dependance. Rediscovering meaning takes place through a more complex understanding 
of  self. This occurs through the treatment process making it possible to explain the interrelation of  
pain, emotion, and relationship to Higher Power. 
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